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ANGELSTREET.COM AND NETCHEMISTRY LAUNCH ONLINE MARKETPLACE FOR
ANGEL INVESTORS.
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif., March 4, 2001 - NetChemistry, a top-tier provider of missioncritical, highly secure Private and Public Offering platforms to the Financial Services
Sector, today announced that AngelStreet.com has successfully launched
NetChemistry’s Private Offering Platform for the funding of small to medium sized
companies by Angel investors.
Traditional equity groups focus on institutional investors, yet by doing this they are
ignoring a broad base of qualified individual investors. AngelStreet.com is changing this:
private equity investments will no longer be the exclusive domain of venture capitalists
and institutional investors. Harnessing the power of the Internet through NetChemistry’s
Online Offering Platform, AngelStreet.com enables individual investors to invest in
private equity in a fully online process - viewing investment opportunities, researching
companies and indicating interest. AngelStreet.com, with the help of NetChemistry’s
technology provides, finally, a cost -effective, secure and efficient way to bring private
investors and the companies looking for investor together.
As investors become more comfortable with online-based capital raising there is a
growing demand for new products. This new service ha s taken advantage of changing
attitudes among investors, capitalizing on the growing demand for a web-based equity
offering platform.
About AngelStreet.com
AngelStreet.com provides investors with access to private equity opportunities that have
traditionally only been available to institutional investors. Initially this means early-stage
growth companies; the kind that power our economy and have the potential to deliver
astonishing returns, but too often struggle to find the funding they need at this crucial
stage. Harnessing the power of the Internet, AngelStreet.com provides an online platform
where investors can view and research companies and participate in direct equity on
AngelStreet.com.
About NetChemistry
NetChemistry is an Internet solution and software provider for the Financial and Health
Services industry whose systems have handled billions of dollars in transactions.
Combining vertical expertise with their Core Product Suite, NetChemistry specializes in
Web-based information enrollment, distribution and tracking systems comprised of
secure, scalable software modules that can be rapidly customized to fit the different
parameters of each clients offering. The modules are designed to improve customer
relationships resulting in efficiency, convenience and reduced liability.
In addition to software development, NetChemistry has a comprehensive understanding
of design architecture, systems integration and provides a complete hosting solution at
the tier one SBC facility in Southern California. For more information on NetChemistry or
its services, contact NetChemistry at 4600 Campus Drive, Suite 201A, Newport Beach,
Calif., 92660; phone: (949) 399-5380; or visit www.netchemistry.com.
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